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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit: A customer has configured a service with the Onboard Devices Repository as an Authentication
Source and an Active Directory Domain Server as an Authorization Source. What will happen if the client certificate is
still valid and the user account associated with the certificate is disabled in Active Directory? 

A. ClearPass will not process the request 

B. Enforcement will apply the [Deny Access Profile] 

C. ClearPass will redirect the client to Onboard again 

D. ClearPass will block network access to the device 

E. ClearPass will allow the device to access the network. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2



Refer to the exhibit: 





The customer configured an 802.1x service with different enforcement actions for personal and corporate 

laptops. The corporate laptops are always being redirected to the BYOD Portal. The customer has sent 

you the above screenshots. 

How would you resolve the issue? (Select two) 

A. Modify the enforcement policy and change the rule evaluation algorithm to select first match 

B. Modify the enforcement policy and re-order the condition with posture not_equals to healthy as the sixth condition 

C. Modify the enforcement policy and re-order the EAP-PEAP with [user authenticated] rule to the last condition. 

D. Modify the enforcement policy and re-order the condition with Posture - Unknown as the fifth condition 

E. Remove the EAP-PEAP with [user authenticated] condition for Onboard and create another service 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

You are deploying ClearPass Policy Manager with Guest functionality for a customer with multiple Aruba Networks



Mobility Controllers The customer wants to avoid SSL errors during guest access but due to company security policy
cannot use a wildcard certificate on ClearPass or the Controllers. What is the most efficient way to configure the
customers guest solution? (Select two.) 

A. Build multiple Web Login pages with vendor settings configured for each controller 

B. Install the same public certificate on all Controllers with the common name "controller {company domain}" 

C. Build one Web Login page with vendor settings for controller {company domain) 

D. Install multiple public certificates with a different Common Name on each controller 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit: A customer has configured a Guest Self registration page for their Cisco Wireless network with the
settings shown. What should be changed in order to successfully authenticate guests users? 



A. Secure Login should use HTTP 

B. Change the Vendor Settings to Airespace Networks 

C. Change \he IP Address to the Cisco Controller DNS name 

D. Login Method should be Controller-initiated - using HTTPs form submit 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit: 









You have configured Onboard and cannot get it working The customer has sent you the above 

screenshots. 

How would you resolve the issue? 

A. Re-provision the client by running the QuickConnect application as Administrator 

B. Install a public signed server authentication certificate on the ClearPass server for EAP 

C. Reconnect the client and select the correct certificate when prompted 

D. Copy the [EAP-TLS with OSCP Enabled] authentication method and set the correct OCSP URL 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit: 



A customer has configured Onboard and Windows devices work as expected but cannot get the Apple iOS devices to
Onboard successfully. Where would you look to troubleshoot the Issued (Select two) 

A. Check if the ClearPass HTTPS server certificate installed in the server is issued by a trusted commercial certificate
authority. 

B. Check if the customer installed the internal PKl Root certificate presented by the ClearPass during the provisioning
process. 

C. Check if a DNS entry is available for the ClearPass hostname in the certificate, resolvable from the DNS server
assigned to the client. 

D. Check if the customer has Instated a custom HTTPS certificate for IDS and another internal PKl HTTPS certificate for
other devices. 

E. Check if the customer has installed the same internal PKl signed RADIUS server certificate as the HTTPS server
certificate. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 



QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit: 

A customer is deploying Guest Self-Registration with Sponsor Approval but does not like the format of the sponsor
email. Where can you change the sponsor email? 

A. in the Receipt Page - Actions 

B. in the Sponsor Confirmation section 

C. in me Configuration - Receipts - Email Receipts 

D. in the Configuration - Receipts - Templates 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Refer to the exhibit: 



The customer complains that the user shown cannot log into the ClearPass Server as an administrator using the [Policy
Manager Admin Network Login Service]. What could be the reason for this? 

A. The user might be used for a TACACS authentication 

B. The account created does not fit this purpose. 

C. The mapping on the role should be changed to [RADIUS Super Admin] 

D. The local user authentication might be disabled 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit: 







A customer has configured the Aruba Controller for administrative authentication using ClearPass as a TACACS server.
During testing, the read-only user is getting the root access role. What could be a possible reason for this behavior?
(Select two.) 

A. The Controllers Admin Authentication Options Default role is mapped to toot. 

B. The ClearPass user role associated to the read-only user is wrong 

C. The Controller Server Group Match Rules are changing the user role 

D. The read-only enforcement profile is mapped to the root role 

E. On the Controller, the TACAC$ authentication server Is not configured for Session authorization 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 10

A customer is planning to implement machine and user authentication on infrastructure with one Aruba 

Controller and a single ClearPass Server. 

What should the customer consider while designing this solution? (Select three.) 

A. The Windows User must log off, restart or disconnect their machine to initiate a machine authentication before the
cache expires. 

B. The machine authentication status is written in the Multi-master cache on the ClearPass Server for 24 hrs. 

C. Onboard must be used to install the Certificates on the personal devices to do the user and machine authentication. 

D. The Customer should enable Multi-Master Cache Survivability as the Aruba Controller will not cache the machine
state. 

E. Machine Authentication only uses EAP TLS, as such a PKI infrastructure should be in place for machine
authentication. 

F. The customer does not need to worry about Multi-Master Cache Survivability because the Controller will also cache
the machine state. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 



QUESTION 11

What type of EAP certificate are you able to use on ClearPass? (Select two.) 

A. Self signed, when all the clients are Onboarded with the same Root CA as the Self signed certificate. 

B. Private signed, when the clients are onboarded or are part of the organization domain. 

C. Private signed, when some clients are onboarded and some are not part of the organization. 

D. Public signed, when not all of the clients are part of the organization domain. 

E. Self signed, when all the clients are part of the organization domain. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12

A customer would like to allow only the AD users with the "Manager" title from the "HQ" location to 

Onboard their personal devices. Any other AD users should not be authorized to pass beyond the initial 

device provisioning page. 

Which Onboard service will you use to implement this requirement? 

A. Onboard CP login service 

B. Onboard Authorization service 

C. Onboard Provisioning service 

D. Onboard Pre-Auth service 

Correct Answer: A 
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